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on september 19, 2007, resident evil 5 and resident evil 4 were released on the gamecube. initially, the gamecube was a great success, especially in japan. after japan, europe and north america were introduced to the new console, and the two previous titles were re-released for the new one. the weapons in resident evil 6 now have a slightly different look to them. they are now more realistic and stylized. the ninja blade is the one with a katana/ninja style blade, the jackal fang is the one with a long, curving one, the zweihander is the one with two swords joined by a body, and the colt is the one with one single pistol. the pistol, zweihander and ninja blade have scopes, while the jackal fang and the colt have scopes that can be removed and replaced with assault rifles. as a result of the
baker family's attempt to eliminate the president, the president's helicopter is damaged by a support pillar. leon and jill find that the helicopter is at the bottom of a partially collapsed building. leon rescues the president, but they have to escape via a helicopter from the helicopter hangar. in the final battle of the training session, leon and jill go to the rooftop of the building. jill goes off to the left, and leon follows her, despite his pride at how he failed his first mission. a group of baker family members follows leon and jill, but they are easily able to defeat them and rescue the president. they then fly off in the helicopter, the president boards, and they escape.
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the gamecube was a great success, especially in japan. after japan, europe and north america were

introduced to the new console, and the two previous titles were re-released for the new one. the
weapons in resident evil 6 now have a slightly different look to them. they are now more realistic and

stylized. the ninja blade is the one with a katana/ninja style blade, the jackal fang is the one with a
long, curving one, the zweihander is the one with two swords joined by a body, and the colt is the

one with one single pistol. the pistol, zweihander and ninja blade have scopes, while the jackal fang
and the colt have scopes that can be removed and replaced with assault rifles. as a result of the

baker family's attempt to eliminate the president, the president's helicopter is damaged by a support
pillar. leon and jill find that the helicopter is at the bottom of a partially collapsed building. leon

rescues the president, but they have to escape via a helicopter from the helicopter hangar. in the
final battle of the training session, leon and jill go to the rooftop of the building. jill goes off to the

left, and leon follows her, despite his pride at how he failed his first mission. a group of baker family
members follows leon and jill, but they are easily able to defeat them and rescue the president. they
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